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Mary said, I sold my old couch. Reported SPEECH: Mary said that she __ (sold) her old couch. has been sold has sold QUOTE: Vernon said (to us), I'll pick you up at the airport. Vernon said that he __ (picked up) us at the airport. will choose to choose QUOTE: The professor says, I have assessed all midterm tests. REPORTED SPEECH: Professor says that he __ (class) all
midterm tests. rated has been rated QUOTE: My wife announced, I will paint the bedroom a different color! REPORTED SPEECH: My wife announced that she __ (will + paint) the bedroom of different colors. will paint will paint a QUOTE: My father reminded me, you have to throw out the garbage. REPORTED SPEECH: My father reminded me that I __ (must + take) garbage.
should be taken should take a QUOTE: You should rest. REPORTED SPEECH: My roommate said that I __ (should + take) a break. should have taken a QUOTE: I want you to send this package by Fedex. REPORTED SPEECH: My boss said that he __ (wanted) me to send the package by Fedex. wanted wanted QUOTE: The teacher said, The Earth surrounds the Sun.
REPORTED SPEECH: Teacher says that the Earth __ (go) around the Sun has gone QUOTE: My tutor said, I can help you again later. REPORTED SPEECH: My tutor said that he __ (can + help) me again later. could help can help can help QUOTE: My dad said, Turn off the TV and do your homework! REPORTED SPEECH: My father told me __ (turn off) the TV and __ (do) my
homework. Turn off... Turned off... do to turn off ... do OFFER: We can go to the park after class. REPORTED SPEECH: My friend Ann said that they __ (maybe? + went) to the park after class. REPORTED SPEECH: Mr Fitch said that he __ (should? + get) his passport on Friday. should get definitely get a QUOTE: James said, The students were gone before the professor
arrived. REPORTED SPEECH: James says that students __ (leave + already) before the professor arrives. already gone already left QUOTE: My accountant said, you better send that payment. REPORTED SPEECH: My accountant said that I __ (better + send) payment. should send better to send better have sent better in © 2014 Spring International Language Center Grammar-
Quizzes › Clauses › Subordinate Clauses › Subordinated Content Clauses Subordinate Content Clauses Identify certain English grammar points that need to be reviewed. Use study links to find out why a particular answer is right or wrong. Reported Speech, Part 1. To understand what the speech reported, it is important that you know what the speech is cited. Speech quoted also
known as direct speech. These are the words a person says. For example, I'm stuck in a painting! When we we quoted speeches or direct speeches, surrounded by quotes. The reported speech on the other hand, also called indirect speech, is when someone reports or associates what others say. For example, he said he was stuck in a painting! Note there are no quotes. Also,
you see verbs say. This is our reporting verb. With reported greetings, there are always reporting verbs. Can be said, say, explain, respond. There are many reporting verbs. After a reporting verb is a noun clause. This is what someone says. This noun clause can be preceded by it, but it is optional. Let's take an example. Joe and Mary were on the phone. They had a great
conversation. Mary wants to tell her friend all about it. When she talks to Lisa, she tells Lisa everything Joe says. Let's imagine that the quoted speeches you see here are things that Joe could have said. When the reporting verb is in the tense past, for example, it is said or notified, it will affect the verb voltage in the noun clause. Let me show you what I mean. If Joe says I eat
chocolate, then Mary can report to Lisa, she says she eats chocolate. Note that we take a step back in tense verbs, so that simple rewards become a simple past. If he says I eat chocolate, he can tell his friend, he says he eats chocolate. The perfect present then becomes the perfect past. Let's take a look at a few more examples. I ate chocolate, he said he ate chocolate. Note the
past perfectly unchanged. I was eating chocolate, going to be, she said (that) she had eaten chocolate. With a tense future, it will be, and I will be, will be. With modal verbs, it can be, perhaps and perhaps both possible, should and should be, and should remain the same. You will now see many examples of quoted speeches and reported speeches. Take a good look at how tense
verbs change in reported speeches. It was Judy's birthday, and she was thrilled to have received a special birthday cake. But he was saddened when he discovered that it had been stolen. Let's take a look at this exclusive interview with Judy. Hi, I'm Amelia Ellis from UCICE Eye Witness News and I'm here what about Judy Hoo who was the victim of a horrific crime, this morning,
when someone stole her birthday cupcake. Thank you for meeting us, Judy. How are you feeling right now? &gt;&gt; I was hurt and just really disappointed. He said that he was hurt and disappointed. I can't do anything right now, I can't work, I can't sleep, I... you know, I know. He said that he couldn't work or sleep. Dan Happened this morning, right? How did you feel when you
realized that your cupcake was gone? I'm not going to lie, I'm really looking forward to eating that cake. I cried all morning. It's horrible, it's just horrible. She explained to me that she had been looking forward to eating that cupcake, and that she was him crying all morning. Miss Hoo, what are you going to do? &gt;&gt; I may have to take some time to heal. When I asked him what
he was going to do moving forward, he replied that he had to take some time to heal. &gt;&gt; I can take a break from work. I don't know, find a way out. He also said that he might take a break from work. You see a lot of good, albeit ridiculous, examples of reported speeches. In this lesson, you learn that when reporting a speech with past reporting verbs as said, told or described,
the tense verb in the noun clause takes a step back in a tense verb. Watch Part 2 to learn about some exceptions. then, on that day the next day, the next day, the day before, the day before, the day before the next month, the next month, a month later the next year, the next year, a year later the month before, the previous month the previous year, the previous year two days
from then, two weeks from then five days earlier five weeks earlier, five weeks earlier there was Home » English Grammar » Verbs » Structure clauses and verb patterns Level : Middle reporting verb with that clause When we want to report what people say or think, we can use the reporting verb and clause with it: He said that I should see a doctor. I think he's ridiculous. We can
leave that word: He said I should see a doctor. I thought he was ridiculous. This verb has a pattern: Noun + Verb + (it) + Clause With some verbs, we can mention the hearer as a verb object: He reminds her that it's time to go. He said he was your friend. This verb has a pattern: Noun + Verb + Verb + (ie) + Verb Reporting Clause with wh- and if the clause Some reporting verbs
introduce a wh- clause or clause if: He explains what we should do. I don't know where to go. He asked if I was ready. I wonder if they're home. This verb has a pattern: Noun + Verb + wh- word + Clause or Noun + Verb + if + Clause With some verbs, we can mention the hearer as a verb object: He told me what to do. He asked them if they were ready. This verb has a pattern:
Noun + Verb + Noun + word + Clause or Verb + Verb + Noun + if + Verb Reporting Clause 1 ReorderingHorizontal_MTY1NDc= Verb reporting 2 GapFillTyping_MTY1NTA= 1. A Noun Clause as a Subject Noun Clause is a clause that has a subject and a verb. There is no comma between the main clause and that clause. That some students came late to class bothered the
professor. The fact that you are from South America makes you ideal for the job. It is common in speaking to move a noun clause to the end of a sentence and put it in the subject position for example It bothers the teacher that Albert smokes in class. Noun Clause as Object In this case, the word is put in front of the clause, but it is not necessary e.g. Master reports that Albert
smoked in Or Master reported that Albert smoked in grade 3. Noun Clauses created from question questions can be made into noun clauses and become subjects and objects. The noun clause created from the question of information usually begins with the question word when, who, why, etc Amanda wonders why Nick broke up with her. The noun clause created from the yes-no
question begins with if, if for example Amanda wonders if Nick will talk to her again. it is not known if the weather will be warm or rainy. 4. Reported Speech- Pronouns We can tell about what a person says in two ways. We can use the exact words of the speaker or author. It's called a quoted speech. We must place the quotes at the beginning and at the end of the quotation. For
example: I don't like your attitude, Joanna told Jill. Another way to tell a person what someone is saying is to turn a quote into a noun phrase. It's called a reported speech. For example: Jill says that it wasn't her fault. 5. Reported Speech Statements The most common verbs used to report statements are say and tell. When a tell is used in reporting a speech, it is always followed by
a noun or pronoun indicating the person you are talking to. For example: Mike said that we would go to the beach on weekends. Mike told us that we were going to the beach on the weekend. Other reported verbs commonly used are: add, acknowledge, claim, state, explain, show, mention, observe, state, reply, indicate, etc. it is important to note that if a statement is inserted into
a reported speech, the reporting verb is usually in the past simple and the verb in the reported statement is usually converted into a tense past. The simple past ==========&gt; the simple past of the present progressive ========&gt; the past is perfect =======&gt; the past will be =======&gt; will be able to ======&gt; the past can you work hard, my teacher told me.-&gt;
Master announced that I am working hard. 6. Reported Remarks- Yes Questions/ No questions in the reported speech begin with the word if or not. Question information (Who, what, etc.) in the reported speech begins with the word question and also uses the word command statement. The most common verb for reporting a question is asking. For example: Is the fire under
control? (Mike to John) Mike asked John if the fire was under control. How did you pass the test? Mary to Pete. Mary asked Pete how he had passed the test. 7. Reported Speech-Imperatives When we report an order, suggestion, or request, we use verbs such as tell, order, request, request, warn, urge plus nouns or pronouns followed by infinitives. For example: Drive carefully,
the man told Cris. The man told Cris to drive carefully. Don't touch the artwork, the teacher warned the children. Teachers warn children not to touch the artwork. Work. Work.
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